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• If singer is symptomatic on the day of rehearsal, regardless of vaccination status, singer may not 
attend rehearsal. 

o If singer’s symptoms have improved by the day of rehearsal, and singer is fever free for 
24 hours without the aid of medication, singer may attend rehearsal. 
 

• If singer has been notified of a “close contact or possible exposure”, and singer is asymptomatic: 
o If singer is up-to-date with COVID-19 vaccines, or has recovered from a COVID-19 

infection within the past 90 days, singer may attend rehearsal. It is recommended that 
singer takes a COVID-19 test. 

o If singer is not up-to-date with COVID-19 vaccines:  
▪ And has received a direct exposure notification (from a family member, friend, 

household member, work or school contact), singer may not attend rehearsal. 
▪ And singer (children/youth) has received a generic possible exposure 

notification from their school, and has no known direct exposure, singer may 
attend rehearsal. It is recommended that singer takes a COVID-19 test. 
 

• If singer has just tested positive for COVID-19, and it has been less than 5 days since the onset of 
symptoms, regardless of being symptomatic or not, singer may not attend rehearsal. Please 
contact Choir Administrator to notify of positive test, if singer has attended a rehearsal in the 
past two days. 

o After 5 days from onset of symptoms, if singer can produce a negative COVID-19 test, 
singer may return to rehearsal. Singer’s symptoms must have improved by the day of 
rehearsal, and singer must be fever free for 24 hours without the aid of medication. 
Please contact Choir Administrator to share negative COVID-19 test before returning to 
rehearsal. 

o After 5 days from onset of symptoms, if singer cannot produce a negative COVID-19 
test, singer may not return to rehearsal for an additional 5 days. After 10 days total, 
Singer’s symptoms must have improved by the day of rehearsal, and singer must be 
fever free for 24 hours without the aid of medication. 

 
* Someone is considered symptomatic if they have any of the following: Cough, shortness of breath or difficulty 
breathing, fever, chills, muscle pain, sore throat, new loss of taste or smell. Other less common symptoms include 
nausea, vomiting, or diarrhea. Symptoms may appear 2-14 days after exposure to the virus. 

 

 

** Scroll to Page 2 & 3 to view a Visual Decision Tree for  
“Close Contact” and “Positive Test” Scenarios ** 
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